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Crabbing report south river md

We lost one of the good guys today. If you've ever posted here, Vicki Mann most likely commented on something positive about it. She followed this group closely. I ask you to sit down next time, and enjoy crabs with your friends, and family to please break a claw in honor of Mrs. Vicki. Ray could use his prayers of strength while losing his wife over the age of 50. Good luck to
everyone with what's left of this season, and be grateful for every year you get to enjoy our beautiful bay. Next season, none of us are promised. The South River basin is located in the center of Anne Arundel County. Includes communities in Shoreham Beach, Selby bay, South River Colony, Woodland Beach, Edgewater, Hardesty, Riva, Rutland, Staples Corner, Crofton
Meadows, Crofton Farms, The Ridges, Crownsville, Heritage Harbour, Riva Trace, Gingerville, Parole, Annapolis Walk, Wild Rose Shores, Annapolis Overlook, Hunt Meadow, Hillsmere Shores and Fishing Creek Farms. It contains approximately 246 miles of streams divided into 59 sub-watersheds. Major tributaries include Broad Creek, Beards Creek, Church Creek, Glebe
Creek, Crab Creek and Harness Creek. From its headboards in Crofton, the river enters Chesapeake Bay south of the city of Annapolis, hence the name South River.Land hectares are divided as follows: 14,251 urban acres (39%), agriculture 5,472 acres (15%), forest 16,669 acres (46%), wetlands 132 acres (&lt;1%) 4 acres (&lt;1%). Waterproof surfaces represented by roads,
building footprints, parking lots and other hard surfaces cover approximately 12% (4,432 acres) of the southern watershed. Major attractions in the South River Basin include Annapolis Towne Centre at Parole, Festival at Riva, Annapolis Harbour Center, Eisenhower Golf Course, Anne Arundel County Fairgrounds, Walden Golf Course, Lee Airport and South River Golf Links.
Assessments are carried out in each of the 12 primary watersheds to assess water conditions, set priorities and improvement targets, and take measures designed to restore or protect water quality. A comprehensive assessment of the South River watershed has been completed. Reports include a discussion on water quality issues and sources of pollution and strategies to
improve water quality in the watershed. Click here to read more. Local watershed organizationsThe conservation and preservation of Anne Arundel County watersheds requires teamwork. Here's a list Organizations Working to Protect the Southern River Basin:Arundel Rivers FederationAnne Arundel County Watershed Stewards Academy Middle Chesapeake Bay Fishing Report,
November 20 Update: Some BIG Fish Appeared This Week, the first of the migratory monsters in the 40-plus 40-plus class, in Middle Bay. We heard about one in Eastern Bay and three in the Point Lookout area, all taken by trollers. We also had a reader record after catching a 36-incher on a template, south of Chesapeake Beach and north of the Pax. Otherwise, the reports
remained very similar to last week with fish until the mid-1920s reported from the bloody point/mouth of the E-Bay area, opposite the mouth of the West River and Franklin Manor/Herring Bay, the mouth of the Choptank and the mouth of the Patuxent. The night bite has often been better, with the fish more active in the last two hours or so of daylight. Trollers hit Cove Point to the
power plant with umbrellas and tandems also enjoyed fish, including some large ones. Sassy spoons and spoons attached to umbrellas are common, and 25 to 30 feet of water is a range that is working right now. The Angler and Alltackle Sports Center in Annapolis corroborated these reports, identifying the same areas as the hot ones for capture at this time. They also mentioned
large fish near Point Lookout. We also had a solid action reader report on 20-year-old fish in Herring Bay after windstorms calmed down around dusk earlier this week, followed by a difficult bite in the exact same place the same day at the same day. Nights have been a good bet recently. Photo courtesy of Bobby Van Dyke. Collaborator Eric Packard spent some time kayaking at
Mill Creek, and let us know that guard fish have moved from the top, but have not yet completely abandoned the depths of 10 to 15 feet. He caught several guardians while trolling jigs, despite wind conditions. Angler Chief Lenny Rudow says a couple of raids between the green number one of the South/West rivers and Franklin Manor produced rock from 16 to 26 inches with most
fish at the shortest end of that scale, last weekend before the breeze picked up. Birds kept going up and down quickly and the key to catching fish was often the use of their meter in the vicinity rather than smelting on the birds themselves. He also noted that one night last week there were good guard fish swirling on the surface with no birds around, so keeping a sharp eye out is
critical. Most of the fish were hitting in 20 to 30 feet of water, but sometimes they chased the bait as shallow as eight feet. He also said that the five-inch white vane tails on one-ounce heads remain the superior offering. Middle Chesapeake Bay Fishing Report, November 13 Update: Reports from readers fishing inside the Severn and South rivers included 21-inch guard fish in the
waters deep, and just outside the rivers fish at 27 inches with most in the range of 16 to 24 inches, under the sporadic action of birds. The confluence of the South and West in the vicinity of marker number one green, has been an area of remarkable activity. As for this year's course, the fish are up and down very quickly and working in the background with four- and five-inch nude
rowing tails in the vicinity of where they were working inside last few minutes has been the key to finding guardians. Angler's and Alltackle in Annapolis pointed to the bite along the edges of the canal in these areas and outside the Choptank as hot this week. Under the birds in that area, most rock fish are dinks but the fish until the 1920s are also there, if you thoroughly and
vadeas through the little ones. They suggested that drag or jigging — both tactics are bringing abundant fish. While we've seen a lot of schools this season, there are some bigger fish holding right in the background. Angler has had a 28-inch report captured this week, and Alltackle a 27 by a jigging fisherman. The Tackle Box suggested heading to the Pax if you're a trolling fan,
where the bite along the edges of the canal has been excellent. Walt found some good ones this week! Two readers also reported on the stretch between Franklin Manor and Chesapeake Beach, reporting rock fish up to 28 inches while jigging. Interesting fact: one reported catching setbacks under the birds, but had the idea of dropping a large bull's fish to the bottom and drifting
'em along. Net income: Guardians up to 27 inches. Something to reflect on! Two readers, one jigger and a troller, checked in to let us know that Eastern Bay is holding some decent fish, including (just a couple) about the 30-inch mark. White was again observed as the color of jure. We also hear from a fisherman that there are still weak fish in the False Channel area in front of the
Choptank. Across the bay at the power plant a couple of trout of the other variety (stains) have appeared, but few and far between probably due to the fact that it has been so hot. On the other side of this equation, they have not yet given up the sound, so our fishing opportunities there are being expanded by this climate. Crab Alert – If you want one last batch of crabs, hurry up!
AIC Lenny Rudow says he gave him a chance last Sunday and caught about three dozen guards in 12 feet of water, but he had to work for them and many crabs were dropping their necks long before they approached the ship. Middle Chesapeake Bay Fishing Report, November 6 Update: Angler-in-Chief Lenny Rudow let us know that just outside the Severn, South and West
rivers there is still a lot of bird game, but as in recent weeks the birds are up and down very quickly about groups of fast-moving fish and it's hard to get into them before they move. He noted that some of the fish pods have been combined in larger schools, usually with larger fish at the bottom (mainly in the lower part in the mid-20s with fish at 28 or 29 inches appearing at times
and a 33-inch this week) under the micro-rock at 15 25 feet of water. A five-inch edgeless white rowing tail is still your favorite deal right now. Two readers registered after jigging a little further south, one outside the Choptank and the other between Chesapeake Beach and North Beach, both with a single fish that tops 30 inches (31 and 34, respectively) in the box, but observing
an average size in low-low teens Anglers and Alltackle in Annapolis confirmed these reports. They let us know that most of what they're hearing is of guys chasing birds, or navigating the edges of the canal with a deep finder and shaking fish. The fishermen also mentioned that there has been a substantial bite of top water underway, and recommended throwing at dawn and
inging. Todd shook this keeper just at dusk, under the birds at the mouth of the West River. Photo courtesy of Vadim Lubarsky Alltackle mentioned that the white perch are still in the rivers, but must begin to move deeper. The fishermen of the coast are struggling to get in the numbers they saw throughout October, but the white perch are still taking the classics, bloodworms and
FishBites, fished in the background in deeper areas. The AIC confirmed the change, noting that three hangers landed while swinging the bottom under 20 feet of water one night this week. Speaking of deep: legally sized weak fish (only) have been confirmed by multiple reports from readers outside the Choptank on the south side, holding near the bottom in 35 and 40 feet of water.
Collaborator Eric Packard notes that the striper bite on the undersides of the Pax is still good. Kayaking trolling in the river and streams is producing a lot of bites, including from the guardians. Check out his new video filmed in these waters as he fished one day this week. Page 2Middle Chesapeake Bay Fishing Report, November 20 Update: Some BIG Fish appeared this week,
the first of the monsters in the class of more than 40 inches, in the Middle Bay. We heard about one in Eastern Bay and three in the Point Lookout area, all taken by trollers. We also had a reader record after catching a 36-incher on a template, south of Chesapeake Beach and north of the Pax. Otherwise, the reports remained very similar to last week with fish until the mid-1920s
reported from the bloody point/mouth of the E-Bay area, opposite the mouth of the West River and Franklin Manor/Herring Bay, the mouth of the Choptank and the mouth of the Patuxent. The night bite has often been better, with the fish more active in the last two hours or so of daylight. Trollers hit Cove Point to the power plant with umbrellas and tandems also enjoyed fish,
including some large ones. Sassy spoons and spoons attached to umbrellas are common, and 25 to 30 feet of water is a range that is working right now. The Angler and Alltackle Sports Center in Annapolis corroborated these reports, identifying the same areas as the hot ones for capture at this time. They also mentioned large fish near Point Lookout. We also had a solid action
reader report on 20-year-old fish Herring Bay after windstorms calmed near dusk earlier this week, followed by a difficult bite in the exact same place the same day at the same day. Nights have been a good bet recently. Photo courtesy of Bobby Van Dyke. Collaborator Eric Packard spent some time kayaking at Mill Creek, and let us know that guard fish have moved from the
upper tops have not completely abandoned depths of 10 to 15 feet so far. He caught several guardians while trolling jigs, despite wind conditions. Angler Chief Lenny Rudow says a couple of raids between the green number one of the South/West rivers and Franklin Manor produced rock from 16 to 26 inches with most fish at the shortest end of that scale, last weekend before the
breeze picked up. Birds kept going up and down quickly and the key to catching fish was often the use of their meter in the vicinity rather than smelting on the birds themselves. He also noted that one night last week there were good guard fish swirling on the surface with no birds around, so keeping a sharp eye out is critical. Most of the fish were hitting in 20 to 30 feet of water,
but sometimes they chased the bait as shallow as eight feet. He also said that the five-inch white vane tails on one-ounce heads remain the superior offering. Middle Chesapeake Bay Fishing Report, November 13 Update: Reports from readers fishing inside the Severn and South rivers included 21-inch guard fish in the shallows, and just outside the rivers fishing at 27 inches with
most in the range of 16 to 24 inches, under sporadic action of birds. The confluence of the South and West in the vicinity of marker number one green, has been an area of remarkable activity. As for this year's course, the fish are up and down very quickly and working in the background with four- and five-inch nude rowing tails in the vicinity of where they were working in the last
few minutes has been the key to finding guardians. Angler's and Alltackle in Annapolis pointed to the bite along the edges of the canal in these areas and outside the Choptank as hot this week. Under the birds in that area, most rock fish are dinks but the fish until the 1920s are also there, if you thoroughly and vadeas through the little ones. They suggested that drag or jigging —
both tactics are bringing abundant fish. While we've seen a lot of schools this season, there are some bigger fish holding right in the background. Angler has had a 28-inch report captured this week, and Alltackle a 27 by a jigging fisherman. The Tackle Box suggested heading to the Pax if you're a trolling fan, where the bite along the edges of the canal has been excellent. Walt
found some good ones this week! Two readers also reported on the stretch between Franklin Manor and Chesapeake Beach, reporting rock fish up to 28 inches while jigging. Interesting fact: one reported catching setbacks under the birds, but had the idea of dropping a large bull's fish to the bottom and drifting 'em along. Net income: Guardians of 27 inches. Something to reflect
on! Two readers, one jigger and a troller, checked in to let us know that Eastern Bay is holding some decent fish, including (just a couple) about the 30-inch mark. White was again observed as the color of jure. We also hear from a fisherman that there are still weak fish in the False Channel area in front of the Choptank. Across the bay at the power plant Par trout of the other
variety (spots) have appeared, but few and far between probably due to the fact that it has been so warm. On the other side of this equation, they have not yet given up the sound, so our fishing opportunities there are being expanded by this climate. Crab Alert – If you want one last batch of crabs, hurry up! AIC Lenny Rudow says he gave him a chance last Sunday and caught
about three dozen guards in 12 feet of water, but he had to work for them and many crabs were dropping their necks long before they approached the ship. Middle Chesapeake Bay Fishing Report, November 6 Update: Angler-in-Chief Lenny Rudow let us know that just outside the Severn, South and West rivers there is still a lot of bird game, but as in recent weeks the birds are
up and down very quickly about groups of fast-moving fish and it's hard to get into them before they move. He noted that some of the fish pods have been combined in larger schools, usually with larger fish at the bottom (mainly in the lower part in the mid-20s with fish at 28 or 29 inches appearing at times and a 33-inch this week) under the micro-rock in 15 to 25 feet of water. A
five-inch edgeless white rowing tail is still your favorite deal right now. Two readers registered after jigging a little further south, one outside the Choptank and the other between Chesapeake Beach and North Beach, both with a single fish that tops 30 inches (31 and 34, respectively) in the box, but noticing an average size in teens at 20 lows. Anglers and Alltackle in Annapolis
confirmed these reports. They let us know that most of what they're hearing is of guys chasing birds, or navigating the edges of the canal with a deep finder and shaking fish. The fishermen also mentioned that there has been a substantial bite of top water underway, and recommended throwing at dawn and inging. Todd shook this keeper just at dusk, under the birds at the mouth
of the West River. Photo courtesy of Vadim Lubarsky Alltackle mentioned that the white perch are still in the rivers, but must begin to move deeper. The fishermen of the coast are struggling to get in the numbers they saw throughout October, but the white perch are still taking the classics, bloodworms and FishBites, fished in the background in deeper areas. The AIC confirmed
the change, noting that three hangers landed while swinging the bottom under 20 feet of water one night this week. Speaking of deep: legally sized weak fish (only) have been confirmed by multiple reports from readers outside the Choptank on the south side, holding near the bottom in 35 and 40 feet of water. Collaborator Eric Packard notes that the stripper bite in the Lower Pax
is still good. Kayaking trolling in the river and streams is producing a lot of bites, including from the guardians. Check out his new video filmed in these waters as he fished one day this week. Page 3Middle Chesapeake Bay Fishing Report, November 20 Update: Some BIG Fish appeared this week, the first of the in the class of more than 40 inches, in Middle Bay. We heard about
one in Eastern Bay and three in the Point Lookout area, all taken by trollers. We also had a reader record after catching a 36-incher on a template, south of Chesapeake Beach and north of the Pax. Otherwise, the reports remained very similar to last week with fish until the mid-1920s reported from the bloody point/mouth of the E-Bay area, opposite the mouth of the West River
and Franklin Manor/Herring Bay, the mouth of the Choptank and the mouth of the Patuxent. The night bite has often been better, with the fish more active in the last two hours or so of daylight. Trollers hit Cove Point to the power plant with umbrellas and tandems also enjoyed fish, including some large ones. Sassy spoons and spoons attached to umbrellas are common, and 25 to
30 feet of water is a range that is working right now. The Angler and Alltackle Sports Center in Annapolis corroborated these reports, identifying the same areas as the hot ones for capture at this time. They also mentioned large fish near Point Lookout. We also had a solid action reader report on 20-year-old fish in Herring Bay after windstorms calmed down around dusk earlier this
week, followed by a difficult bite in the exact same place the same day at the same day. Nights have been a good bet recently. Photo courtesy of Bobby Van Dyke. Collaborator Eric Packard spent some time kayaking at Mill Creek, and let us know that guard fish have moved from the top, but have not yet completely abandoned the depths of 10 to 15 feet. He caught several
guardians while trolling jigs, despite wind conditions. Angler Chief Lenny Rudow says a couple of raids between the green number one of the South/West rivers and Franklin Manor produced rock from 16 to 26 inches with most fish at the shortest end of that scale, last weekend before the breeze picked up. Birds kept going up and down quickly and the key to catching fish was
often the use of their meter in the vicinity rather than smelting on the birds themselves. He also noted that one night last week there were good guard fish swirling on the surface with no birds around, so keeping a sharp eye out is critical. Most of the fish were hitting in 20 to 30 feet of water, but sometimes they chased the bait as shallow as eight feet. He also said that the five-inch
white vane tails on one-ounce heads remain the superior offering. Middle Chesapeake Bay Fishing Report, November 13 Update: Reports from readers fishing inside the Severn and South rivers included fish 21 inches in shallow water, and just outside rivers fish at 27 inches with most in the range of 16 to 24 inches, under the sporadic action of birds. The confluence of the South
and West in the vicinity of marker number one green, has been an area of remarkable activity. As for this year's course, the fish are up and down very quickly and working in the background with four- and five-inch nude rowing tails in the vicinity of who were working in the last few minutes has been the key to finding guardians. Angler's and Alltackle in Annapolis pointed to the bite
along the edges of the canal in these areas and outside the Choptank as hot this week. Under the birds in that area, most rock fish are dinks but the fish until the 1920s are also there, if you thoroughly and vadeas through the little ones. They suggested that drag or jigging — both tactics are bringing abundant fish. While we've seen a lot of schools this season, there are some
bigger fish holding right in the background. Angler has had a 28-inch report captured this week, and Alltackle a 27 by a jigging fisherman. The Tackle Box suggested heading to the Pax if you're a trolling fan, where the bite along the edges of the canal has been excellent. Walt found some good ones this week! Two readers also reported on the stretch between Franklin Manor and
Chesapeake Beach, reporting rock fish up to 28 inches while jigging. Interesting fact: one reported catching setbacks under the birds, but had the idea of dropping a large bull's fish to the bottom and drifting 'em along. Net income: Guardians up to 27 inches. Something to reflect on! Two readers, one jigger and a troller, checked in to let us know that Eastern Bay is holding some
decent fish, including (just a couple) about the 30-inch mark. White was again observed as the color of jure. We also hear from a fisherman that there are still weak fish in the False Channel area in front of the Choptank. Across the bay at the power plant a couple of trout of the other variety (stains) have appeared, but few and far between probably due to the fact that it has been
so hot. On the other side of this equation, they have not yet given up the sound, so our fishing opportunities there are being expanded by this climate. Crab Alert – If you want one last batch of crabs, hurry up! AIC Lenny Rudow says he gave him a chance last Sunday and caught about three dozen guards in 12 feet of water, but he had to work for them and many crabs were
dropping their necks long before they approached the ship. Middle Chesapeake Bay Fishing Report, November 6 Update: Angler-in-Chief Lenny Rudow let us know that just outside the Severn, South and West rivers there is still a lot of bird game, but as in recent weeks the birds are up and down very quickly about groups of fast-moving fish and it's hard to get into them before
they move. He noted that some of the fish pods have been combined in larger schools, usually with larger fish at the bottom (mainly in the lower part in the mid-20s with fish at 28 or 29 inches appearing at times and a 33-inch this under the micro-rock in 15 to 25 feet of water. A five-inch edgeless white rowing tail is still your favorite deal right now. Two readers registered after
jigging a little further south, one outside the Choptank and the other between Chesapeake Beach and North Beach, both with a single fish heading 30 inches (31 and 34, respectively) in the box, but noting a size in adolescents at 20s low. Anglers and Alltackle in Annapolis confirmed these reports. They let us know that most of what they're hearing is of guys chasing birds, or
navigating the edges of the canal with a deep finder and shaking fish. The fishermen also mentioned that there has been a substantial bite of top water underway, and recommended throwing at dawn and inging. Todd shook this keeper just at dusk, under the birds at the mouth of the West River. Photo courtesy of Vadim Lubarsky Alltackle mentioned that the white perch are still
in the rivers, but must begin to move deeper. The fishermen of the coast are struggling to get in the numbers they saw throughout October, but the white perch are still taking the classics, bloodworms and FishBites, fished in the background in deeper areas. The AIC confirmed the change, noting that three hangers landed while swinging the bottom under 20 feet of water one night
this week. Speaking of deep: legally sized weak fish (only) have been confirmed by multiple reports from readers outside the Choptank on the south side, holding near the bottom in 35 and 40 feet of water. Collaborator Eric Packard notes that the striper bite on the undersides of the Pax is still good. Kayaking trolling in the river and streams is producing a lot of bites, including from
the guardians. Check out his new video filmed in these waters as he fished one day this week. Page 4Middle Chesapeake Bay Fishing Report, November 20 Update: Some BIG Fish appeared this week, the first of the monsters in the class of more than 40 inches, in the Middle Bay. We heard about one in Eastern Bay and three in the Point Lookout area, all taken by trollers. We
also had a reader record after catching a 36-incher on a template, south of Chesapeake Beach and north of the Pax. Otherwise, the reports remained very similar to last week with fish until the mid-1920s reported from the bloody point/mouth of the E-Bay area, opposite the mouth of the West River and Franklin Manor/Herring Bay, the mouth of the Choptank and the mouth of the
Patuxent. The night bite has often been better, with the fish more active in the last two hours or so of daylight. Trollers hit Cove Point to the power plant with umbrellas and tandems also enjoyed fish, including some large ones. Sassy spoons and spoons attached to umbrellas are common, and 25 to 30 feet of water is a range that is working right now. The Angler and Alltackle
Sports Center in Annapolis corroborated these reports, identifying the same areas as the hot ones for capture at this time. They also mentioned large fish near Point Lookout. We also had a reader's report solid action on 20-year-old fish in Herring Bay after windstorms calmed near dusk earlier this week, followed by a difficult bite in the exact same place the same day at the same
day. Nights have been a good bet recently. Photo courtesy of Bobby Van Dyke. Collaborator Eric Packard spent some time kayaking at Mill Creek, and let us know that the guard fish have from the top, but have not completely abandoned depths of 10 to 15 feet so far. He caught several guardians while trolling jigs, despite wind conditions. Angler Chief Lenny Rudow says a couple
of raids between the green number one of the South/West rivers and Franklin Manor produced rock from 16 to 26 inches with most fish at the shortest end of that scale, last weekend before the breeze picked up. Birds kept going up and down quickly and the key to catching fish was often the use of their meter in the vicinity rather than smelting on the birds themselves. He also
noted that one night last week there were good guard fish swirling on the surface with no birds around, so keeping a sharp eye out is critical. Most of the fish were hitting in 20 to 30 feet of water, but sometimes they chased the bait as shallow as eight feet. He also said that the five-inch white vane tails on one-ounce heads remain the superior offering. Middle Chesapeake Bay
Fishing Report, November 13 Update: Reports from readers fishing inside the Severn and South rivers included 21-inch guard fish in the shallows, and just outside the rivers fishing at 27 inches with most in the range of 16 to 24 inches, under sporadic action of birds. The confluence of the South and West in the vicinity of marker number one green, has been an area of remarkable
activity. As for this year's course, the fish are up and down very quickly and working in the background with four- and five-inch nude rowing tails in the vicinity of where they were working in the last few minutes has been the key to finding guardians. Angler's and Alltackle in Annapolis pointed to the bite along the edges of the canal in these areas and outside the Choptank as hot
this week. Under the birds in that area, most rock fish are dinks but the fish until the 1920s are also there, if you thoroughly and vadeas through the little ones. They suggested that drag or jigging — both tactics are bringing abundant fish. While we've seen a lot of schools this season, there are some bigger fish holding right in the background. Angler has had a 28-inch report
captured this week, and Alltackle a 27 by a jigging fisherman. The Tackle Box suggested heading to the Pax if you're a trolling fan, where the bite along the edges of the canal has been excellent. Walt found some good ones this week! Two readers also reported on the stretch between Franklin Manor and Chesapeake Beach, reporting rock fish up to 28 inches while jigging.
Interesting fact: one reported catching setbacks under the birds, but had the idea of dropping a large bull's fish to the bottom and drifting 'em along. net: guardians up to 27 inches. Something to reflect on! Two readers, one jigger and a troller, checked in to let us know that Eastern Bay is holding some decent fish, including (just a couple) about the 30-inch mark. White was again
observed as the color of jure. We also hear from a fisherman that there are still weak fish in the False Channel area in front of the Choptank. Choptank. the bay on the power plant a couple of trout of the other variety (snot) have appeared, but few and far between probably due to the fact that it has been so hot. On the other side of this equation, they have not yet given up the
sound, so our fishing opportunities there are being expanded by this climate. Crab Alert – If you want one last batch of crabs, hurry up! AIC Lenny Rudow says he gave him a chance last Sunday and caught about three dozen guards in 12 feet of water, but he had to work for them and many crabs were dropping their necks long before they approached the ship. Middle
Chesapeake Bay Fishing Report, November 6 Update: Angler-in-Chief Lenny Rudow let us know that just outside the Severn, South and West rivers there is still a lot of bird game, but as in recent weeks the birds are up and down very quickly about groups of fast-moving fish and it's hard to get into them before they move. He noted that some of the fish pods have been combined
in larger schools, usually with larger fish at the bottom (mainly in the lower part in the mid-20s with fish at 28 or 29 inches appearing at times and a 33-inch this week) under the micro-rock in 15 to 25 feet of water. A five-inch edgeless white rowing tail is still your favorite deal right now. Two readers registered after jigging a little further south, one outside the Choptank and the other
between Chesapeake Beach and North Beach, both with a single fish that tops 30 inches (31 and 34, respectively) in the box, but noticing an average size in teens at 20 lows. Anglers and Alltackle in Annapolis confirmed these reports. They let us know that most of what they're hearing is of guys chasing birds, or navigating the edges of the canal with a deep finder and shaking
fish. The fishermen also mentioned that there has been a substantial bite of top water underway, and recommended throwing at dawn and inging. Todd shook this keeper just at dusk, under the birds at the mouth of the West River. Photo courtesy of Vadim Lubarsky Alltackle mentioned that the white perch are still in the rivers, but must begin to move deeper. The fishermen of the
coast are struggling to get in the numbers they saw throughout October, but the white perch are still taking the classics, bloodworms and FishBites, fished in the background in deeper areas. The AIC confirmed the change, noting that three hangers landed while swinging the bottom under 20 feet of water one night this week. Speaking of deep: legally sized weak fish (only) have
been confirmed by multiple reports from readers outside the Choptank on the south side, holding near the bottom in 35 and 40 feet of water. Collaborator Eric points out that the striper bite on the undersides of the Pax is still good. Kayaking trolling in the river and streams is producing a lot of bites, including from the guardians. Check out his new video filmed in these waters as he
fished one day this week. Page 5Middle Chesapeake Bay Fishing Report, November 20 Update: Some BIG Fish Showed This East the first of the monsters in the class of more than 40 inches, in Middle Bay. We heard about one in Eastern Bay and three in the Point Lookout area, all taken by trollers. We also had a reader record after catching a 36-incher on a template, south of
Chesapeake Beach and north of the Pax. Otherwise, the reports remained very similar to last week with fish until the mid-1920s reported from the bloody point/mouth of the E-Bay area, opposite the mouth of the West River and Franklin Manor/Herring Bay, the mouth of the Choptank and the mouth of the Patuxent. The night bite has often been better, with the fish more active in
the last two hours or so of daylight. Trollers hit Cove Point to the power plant with umbrellas and tandems also enjoyed fish, including some large ones. Sassy spoons and spoons attached to umbrellas are common, and 25 to 30 feet of water is a range that is working right now. The Angler and Alltackle Sports Center in Annapolis corroborated these reports, identifying the same
areas as the hot ones for capture at this time. They also mentioned large fish near Point Lookout. We also had a solid action reader report on 20-year-old fish in Herring Bay after windstorms calmed down around dusk earlier this week, followed by a difficult bite in the exact same place the same day at the same day. Nights have been a good bet recently. Photo courtesy of Bobby
Van Dyke. Collaborator Eric Packard spent some time kayaking at Mill Creek, and let us know that guard fish have moved from the top, but have not yet completely abandoned the depths of 10 to 15 feet. He caught several guardians while trolling jigs, despite wind conditions. Angler Chief Lenny Rudow says a couple of raids between the green number one of the South/West
rivers and Franklin Manor produced rock from 16 to 26 inches with most fish at the shortest end of that scale, last weekend before the breeze picked up. Birds kept going up and down quickly and the key to catching fish was often the use of their meter in the vicinity rather than smelting on the birds themselves. He also noted that one night last week there were good guard fish
swirling on the surface with no birds around, so keeping a sharp eye out is critical. Most of the fish were hitting in 20 to 30 feet of water, but sometimes they chased the bait as shallow as eight feet. He also said that the five-inch white vane tails on one-ounce heads remain the superior offering. Middle Chesapeake Bay Fishing Report, November 13 Update: Reports from readers
fishing inside the Severn and South rivers 21-inch guard fish in shallow water, and just outside rivers fish at 27 inches with most in the range of 16 to 24 inches, under the sporadic action of birds. The confluence of the South and West in the vicinity of marker number one green, has been an area of remarkable activity. As for this year's course, the fish are up and down very quickly
and working in the background with four and five inches naked in the vicinity of where they were working in the last few minutes has been the key to finding guardians. Angler's and Alltackle in Annapolis pointed to the bite along the edges of the canal in these areas and outside the Choptank as hot this week. Under the birds in that area, most rock fish are dinks but the fish until
the 1920s are also there, if you thoroughly and vadeas through the little ones. They suggested that drag or jigging — both tactics are bringing abundant fish. While we've seen a lot of schools this season, there are some bigger fish holding right in the background. Angler has had a 28-inch report captured this week, and Alltackle a 27 by a jigging fisherman. The Tackle Box
suggested heading to the Pax if you're a trolling fan, where the bite along the edges of the canal has been excellent. Walt found some good ones this week! Two readers also reported on the stretch between Franklin Manor and Chesapeake Beach, reporting rock fish up to 28 inches while jigging. Interesting fact: one reported catching setbacks under the birds, but had the idea of
dropping a large bull's fish to the bottom and drifting 'em along. Net income: Guardians up to 27 inches. Something to reflect on! Two readers, one jigger and a troller, checked in to let us know that Eastern Bay is holding some decent fish, including (just a couple) about the 30-inch mark. White was again observed as the color of jure. We also hear from a fisherman that there are
still weak fish in the False Channel area in front of the Choptank. Across the bay at the power plant a couple of trout of the other variety (stains) have appeared, but few and far between probably due to the fact that it has been so hot. On the other side of this equation, they have not yet given up the sound, so our fishing opportunities there are being expanded by this climate. Crab
Alert – If you want one last batch of crabs, hurry up! AIC Lenny Rudow says he gave him a chance last Sunday and caught about three dozen guards in 12 feet of water, but he had to work for them and many crabs were dropping their necks long before they approached the ship. Middle Chesapeake Bay Fishing Report, November 6 Update: Angler-in-Chief Lenny Rudow let us
know that just outside the Severn, South and West rivers there is still a lot of bird game, but as in recent weeks the birds are up and down very quickly about groups of fast-moving fish and it's hard to get into them before they move. He noted that some of the fish pods have been combined in larger schools, usually with larger fish at the bottom (mainly in the lower part in the mid-
20s with fish at 28 or 29 inches appearing at times 33 inches this week) under the micro-rock in 15 to 25 feet of water. A five-inch edgeless white rowing tail is still your favorite deal right now. Two readers registered after jigging a little further south, one outside the Choptank and the other between Chesapeake Beach and North Beach, both with a single fish that topped 30 inches
(31 and 34, respectively) in box, but observing an average size in teens at 20s low. Anglers and Alltackle in Annapolis confirmed these reports. They let us know that most of what they're hearing is of guys chasing birds, or navigating the edges of the canal with a deep finder and shaking fish. The fishermen also mentioned that there has been a substantial bite of top water
underway, and recommended throwing at dawn and inging. Todd shook this keeper just at dusk, under the birds at the mouth of the West River. Photo courtesy of Vadim Lubarsky Alltackle mentioned that the white perch are still in the rivers, but must begin to move deeper. The fishermen of the coast are struggling to get in the numbers they saw throughout October, but the
white perch are still taking the classics, bloodworms and FishBites, fished in the background in deeper areas. The AIC confirmed the change, noting that three hangers landed while swinging the bottom under 20 feet of water one night this week. Speaking of deep: legally sized weak fish (only) have been confirmed by multiple reports from readers outside the Choptank on the
south side, holding near the bottom in 35 and 40 feet of water. Collaborator Eric Packard notes that the striper bite on the undersides of the Pax is still good. Kayaking trolling in the river and streams is producing a lot of bites, including from the guardians. Check out his new video filmed in these waters as he fished one day this week. Page 6Middle Chesapeake Bay Fishing
Report, November 20 Update: Some BIG Fish appeared this week, the first of the monsters in the class of more than 40 inches, in the Middle Bay. We heard about one in Eastern Bay and three in the Point Lookout area, all taken by trollers. We also had a reader record after catching a 36-incher on a template, south of Chesapeake Beach and north of the Pax. Otherwise, the
reports remained very similar to last week with fish until the mid-1920s reported from the bloody point/mouth of the E-Bay area, opposite the mouth of the West River and Franklin Manor/Herring Bay, the mouth of the Choptank and the mouth of the Patuxent. The night bite has often been better, with the fish more active in the last two hours or so of daylight. Trollers hit Cove Point
to the power plant with umbrellas and tandems also enjoyed fish, including some large ones. Sassy spoons and spoons attached to umbrellas are common, and 25 to 30 feet of water is a range that is working right now. The Angler and Alltackle Sports Center in Annapolis corroborated these reports, identifying the same areas as the hot ones for capture at this time. They also



mentioned large fish near Point Lookout. we had a solid action reader report on 20-year-old fish in Herring Bay after windstorms calmed down around dusk earlier this week, followed by a difficult bite in the exact same place the same day at the same day. Nights have been a good bet recently. Photo courtesy of Bobby Van Dyke. Collaborator Eric Packard spent some time
kayaking at Mill Creek, and let us know The guard fish have moved from the tops, but have not yet completely abandoned the depths of 10 to 15 feet. He caught several guardians while trolling jigs, despite wind conditions. Angler Chief Lenny Rudow says a couple of raids between the green number one of the South/West rivers and Franklin Manor produced rock from 16 to 26
inches with most fish at the shortest end of that scale, last weekend before the breeze picked up. Birds kept going up and down quickly and the key to catching fish was often the use of their meter in the vicinity rather than smelting on the birds themselves. He also noted that one night last week there were good guard fish swirling on the surface with no birds around, so keeping a
sharp eye out is critical. Most of the fish were hitting in 20 to 30 feet of water, but sometimes they chased the bait as shallow as eight feet. He also said that the five-inch white vane tails on one-ounce heads remain the superior offering. Middle Chesapeake Bay Fishing Report, November 13 Update: Reports from readers fishing inside the Severn and South rivers included 21-inch
guard fish in the shallows, and just outside the rivers fishing at 27 inches with most in the range of 16 to 24 inches, under sporadic action of birds. The confluence of the South and West in the vicinity of marker number one green, has been an area of remarkable activity. As for this year's course, the fish are up and down very quickly and working in the background with four- and
five-inch nude rowing tails in the vicinity of where they were working in the last few minutes has been the key to finding guardians. Angler's and Alltackle in Annapolis pointed to the bite along the edges of the canal in these areas and outside the Choptank as hot this week. Under the birds in that area, most rock fish are dinks but the fish until the 1920s are also there, if you
thoroughly and vadeas through the little ones. They suggested that drag or jigging — both tactics are bringing abundant fish. While we've seen a lot of schools this season, there are some bigger fish holding right in the background. Angler has had a 28-inch report captured this week, and Alltackle a 27 by a jigging fisherman. The Tackle Box suggested heading to the Pax if you're a
trolling fan, where the bite along the edges of the canal has been excellent. Walt found some good ones this week! Two readers also reported on the stretch between Franklin Manor and Chesapeake Beach, reporting rock fish up to 28 inches while jigging. Interesting fact: one reported catching setbacks under the birds, but had the idea of dropping a large bull's fish to the bottom
and 'em along. Net income: Guardians up to 27 inches. Something to reflect on! Two readers, one jigger and a troller, checked in to let us know that Eastern Bay is holding some decent fish, including (just a couple) about the 30-inch mark. White was again observed as the color of jure. We also hear from a fisherman that there are still weak fish on the False Channel Choptank.
Across the bay at the power plant a couple of trout of the other variety (stains) have appeared, but few and far between probably due to the fact that it has been so hot. On the other side of this equation, they have not yet given up the sound, so our fishing opportunities there are being expanded by this climate. Crab Alert – If you want one last batch of crabs, hurry up! AIC Lenny
Rudow says he gave him a chance last Sunday and caught about three dozen guards in 12 feet of water, but he had to work for them and many crabs were dropping their necks long before they approached the ship. Middle Chesapeake Bay Fishing Report, November 6 Update: Angler-in-Chief Lenny Rudow let us know that just outside the Severn, South and West rivers there is
still a lot of bird game, but as in recent weeks the birds are up and down very quickly about groups of fast-moving fish and it's hard to get into them before they move. He noted that some of the fish pods have been combined in larger schools, usually with larger fish at the bottom (mainly in the lower part in the mid-20s with fish at 28 or 29 inches appearing at times and a 33-inch
this week) under the micro-rock in 15 to 25 feet of water. A five-inch edgeless white rowing tail is still your favorite deal right now. Two readers registered after jigging a little further south, one outside the Choptank and the other between Chesapeake Beach and North Beach, both with a single fish that tops 30 inches (31 and 34, respectively) in the box, but noticing an average
size in teens at 20 lows. Anglers and Alltackle in Annapolis confirmed these reports. They let us know that most of what they're hearing is of guys chasing birds, or navigating the edges of the canal with a deep finder and shaking fish. The fishermen also mentioned that there has been a substantial bite of top water underway, and recommended throwing at dawn and inging. Todd
shook this keeper just at dusk, under the birds at the mouth of the West River. Photo courtesy of Vadim Lubarsky Alltackle mentioned that the white perch are still in the rivers, but must begin to move deeper. The fishermen of the coast are struggling to get in the numbers they saw throughout October, but the white perch are still taking the classics, bloodworms and FishBites,
fished in the background in deeper areas. The AIC confirmed the change, noting that three hangers landed while swinging the bottom under 20 feet of water one night this week. Speaking of deep: legally sized weak fish (only) have been confirmed by multiple reports from readers outside the Choptank on the south side, holding near the bottom in 35 and 40 feet of Collaborator
Eric Packard notes that the striper bite on the undersides of the Pax is still good. Kayaking trolling in the river and streams is producing a lot of bites, including from the guardians. Check out his new video filmed in these waters as he fished one day this week. Page 7Middle Chesapeake Bay Fishing Report, November 20 Update: Some The fish appeared this week, the first of the
monster monsters in the 40-inch class, in Middle Bay. We heard about one in Eastern Bay and three in the Point Lookout area, all taken by trollers. We also had a reader record after catching a 36-incher on a template, south of Chesapeake Beach and north of the Pax. Otherwise, the reports remained very similar to last week with fish until the mid-1920s reported from the bloody
point/mouth of the E-Bay area, opposite the mouth of the West River and Franklin Manor/Herring Bay, the mouth of the Choptank and the mouth of the Patuxent. The night bite has often been better, with the fish more active in the last two hours or so of daylight. Trollers hit Cove Point to the power plant with umbrellas and tandems also enjoyed fish, including some large ones.
Sassy spoons and spoons attached to umbrellas are common, and 25 to 30 feet of water is a range that is working right now. The Angler and Alltackle Sports Center in Annapolis corroborated these reports, identifying the same areas as the hot ones for capture at this time. They also mentioned large fish near Point Lookout. We also had a solid action reader report on 20-year-old
fish in Herring Bay after windstorms calmed down around dusk earlier this week, followed by a difficult bite in the exact same place the same day at the same day. Nights have been a good bet recently. Photo courtesy of Bobby Van Dyke. Collaborator Eric Packard spent some time kayaking at Mill Creek, and let us know that guard fish have moved from the top, but have not yet
completely abandoned the depths of 10 to 15 feet. He caught several guardians while trolling jigs, despite wind conditions. Angler Chief Lenny Rudow says a couple of raids between the green number one of the South/West rivers and Franklin Manor produced rock from 16 to 26 inches with most fish at the shortest end of that scale, last weekend before the breeze picked up.
Birds kept going up and down quickly and the key to catching fish was often the use of their meter in the vicinity rather than smelting on the birds themselves. He also noted that one night last week there were good guard fish swirling on the surface with no birds around, so keeping a sharp eye out is critical. Most of the fish were hitting in 20 to 30 feet of water, but sometimes they
chased the bait as shallow as eight feet. He also said that the five-inch white vane tails on one-ounce heads remain the superior offering. Middle Chesapeake Bay Fishing Report, November 13 Update: Reports from Fishing Readers the interior of the Severn and South rivers included 21-inch guard fish in the shallow waters, and just outside the rivers fished at 27 inches with most
in the range of 16 to 24 inches, under the sporadic action of birds. The confluence of the South and West in the vicinity of marker number one green, has been an area of remarkable activity. As for this year's course, the fish are up and down very quickly and working bottom with four Five-inch nude rowing tails in the vicinity of where they were working in the last few minutes has
been the key to finding guardians. Angler's and Alltackle in Annapolis pointed to the bite along the edges of the canal in these areas and outside the Choptank as hot this week. Under the birds in that area, most rock fish are dinks but the fish until the 1920s are also there, if you thoroughly and vadeas through the little ones. They suggested that drag or jigging — both tactics are
bringing abundant fish. While we've seen a lot of schools this season, there are some bigger fish holding right in the background. Angler has had a 28-inch report captured this week, and Alltackle a 27 by a jigging fisherman. The Tackle Box suggested heading to the Pax if you're a trolling fan, where the bite along the edges of the canal has been excellent. Walt found some good
ones this week! Two readers also reported on the stretch between Franklin Manor and Chesapeake Beach, reporting rock fish up to 28 inches while jigging. Interesting fact: one reported catching setbacks under the birds, but had the idea of dropping a large bull's fish to the bottom and drifting 'em along. Net income: Guardians up to 27 inches. Something to reflect on! Two
readers, one jigger and a troller, checked in to let us know that Eastern Bay is holding some decent fish, including (just a couple) about the 30-inch mark. White was again observed as the color of jure. We also hear from a fisherman that there are still weak fish in the False Channel area in front of the Choptank. Across the bay at the power plant a couple of trout of the other
variety (stains) have appeared, but few and far between probably due to the fact that it has been so hot. On the other side of this equation, they have not yet given up the sound, so our fishing opportunities there are being expanded by this climate. Crab Alert – If you want one last batch of crabs, hurry up! AIC Lenny Rudow says he gave him a chance last Sunday and caught about
three dozen guards in 12 feet of water, but he had to work for them and many crabs were dropping their necks long before they approached the ship. Middle Chesapeake Bay Fishing Report, November 6 Update: Angler-in-Chief Lenny Rudow let us know that just outside the Severn, South and West rivers there is still a lot of bird game, but as in recent weeks the birds are up and
down very quickly about groups of fast-moving fish and it's hard to get into them before they move. He noted that some of the fish pods have been combined in larger schools, usually with larger fish at the bottom (mainly in the lower part in the mid-20s with fish at or 29 inches appearing at times and a 33-inch this week) under the micro-rock in 15 to 25 feet of water. A five-inch
edgeless white rowing tail is still your favorite deal right now. Two readers registered after jigging a little further south, one outside the Choptank and the other between Chesapeake Beach and North Beach, both with a single fish that topped 30 inches (31 (31 34, respectively) in the box, but observing an average size in adolescents at 20s low. Anglers and Alltackle in Annapolis
confirmed these reports. They let us know that most of what they're hearing is of guys chasing birds, or navigating the edges of the canal with a deep finder and shaking fish. The fishermen also mentioned that there has been a substantial bite of top water underway, and recommended throwing at dawn and inging. Todd shook this keeper just at dusk, under the birds at the mouth
of the West River. Photo courtesy of Vadim Lubarsky Alltackle mentioned that the white perch are still in the rivers, but must begin to move deeper. The fishermen of the coast are struggling to get in the numbers they saw throughout October, but the white perch are still taking the classics, bloodworms and FishBites, fished in the background in deeper areas. The AIC confirmed
the change, noting that three hangers landed while swinging the bottom under 20 feet of water one night this week. Speaking of deep: legally sized weak fish (only) have been confirmed by multiple reports from readers outside the Choptank on the south side, holding near the bottom in 35 and 40 feet of water. Collaborator Eric Packard notes that the striper bite on the undersides
of the Pax is still good. Kayaking trolling in the river and streams is producing a lot of bites, including from the guardians. Check out his new video filmed in these waters as he fished one day this week. Page 8Middle Chesapeake Bay Fishing Report, November 20 Update: Some BIG Fish appeared this week, the first of the monsters in the class over 40 inches, in The Middle Bay.
We heard about one in Eastern Bay and three in the Point Lookout area, all taken by trollers. We also had a reader record after catching a 36-incher on a template, south of Chesapeake Beach and north of the Pax. Otherwise, the reports remained very similar to last week with fish until the mid-1920s reported from the bloody point/mouth of the E-Bay area, opposite the mouth of
the West River and Franklin Manor/Herring Bay, the mouth of the Choptank and the mouth of the Patuxent. The night bite has often been better, with the fish more active in the last two hours or so of daylight. Trollers hit Cove Point to the power plant with umbrellas and tandems also enjoyed fish, including some large ones. Sassy spoons and spoons attached to umbrellas are
common, and 25 to 30 feet of water is a range that is working right now. The Angler and Alltackle Sports Center in Annapolis corroborated these reports, identifying the same areas as the hot ones for capture at this time. They also mentioned big fish Point Lookout. We also had a solid action reader report on 20-year-old fish in Herring Bay after windstorms calmed down around
dusk earlier this week, followed by a difficult bite in the exact same place the same day at the same day. Nights have been a good bet recently. Photo courtesy of Bobby Van Dyke. Collaborator Eric Packard spent some time kayaking in Creek, and let us know that the guard fish have moved from the tops, but have not completely abandoned the depths of 10 to 15 feet so far. He
caught several guardians while trolling jigs, despite wind conditions. Angler Chief Lenny Rudow says a couple of raids between the green number one of the South/West rivers and Franklin Manor produced rock from 16 to 26 inches with most fish at the shortest end of that scale, last weekend before the breeze picked up. Birds kept going up and down quickly and the key to
catching fish was often the use of their meter in the vicinity rather than smelting on the birds themselves. He also noted that one night last week there were good guard fish swirling on the surface with no birds around, so keeping a sharp eye out is critical. Most of the fish were hitting in 20 to 30 feet of water, but sometimes they chased the bait as shallow as eight feet. He also said
that the five-inch white vane tails on one-ounce heads remain the superior offering. Middle Chesapeake Bay Fishing Report, November 13 Update: Reports from readers fishing inside the Severn and South rivers included 21-inch guard fish in the shallows, and just outside the rivers fishing at 27 inches with most in the range of 16 to 24 inches, under sporadic action of birds. The
confluence of the South and West in the vicinity of marker number one green, has been an area of remarkable activity. As for this year's course, the fish are up and down very quickly and working in the background with four- and five-inch nude rowing tails in the vicinity of where they were working in the last few minutes has been the key to finding guardians. Angler's and Alltackle
in Annapolis pointed to the bite along the edges of the canal in these areas and outside the Choptank as hot this week. Under the birds in that area, most rock fish are dinks but the fish until the 1920s are also there, if you thoroughly and vadeas through the little ones. They suggested that drag or jigging — both tactics are bringing abundant fish. While we've seen a lot of schools
this season, there are some bigger fish holding right in the background. Angler has had a 28-inch report captured this week, and Alltackle a 27 by a jigging fisherman. The Tackle Box suggested heading to the Pax if you're a trolling fan, where the bite along the edges of the canal has been excellent. Walt found some good ones this week! Two readers also reported on the stretch
between Franklin Manor and Chesapeake Beach, reporting rock fish up to 28 inches while jigging. Interesting fact: one reported catching setbacks under the birds, but had the idea of dropping big bull's minnow to the bottom and drift 'em along. Net income: Guardians up to 27 inches. Something to reflect on! Two readers, one jigger and a troller, checked in to let us know that
Eastern Bay is holding some decent fish, including (just a couple) about the 30-inch mark. White was again observed as the color of jure. We also hear from a fisherman that there are still in the Choptank False Channel area. Across the bay at the power plant a couple of trout of the other variety (stains) have appeared, but few and far between probably due to the fact that it has
been so hot. On the other side of this equation, they have not yet given up the sound, so our fishing opportunities there are being expanded by this climate. Crab Alert – If you want one last batch of crabs, hurry up! AIC Lenny Rudow says he gave him a chance last Sunday and caught about three dozen guards in 12 feet of water, but he had to work for them and many crabs were
dropping their necks long before they approached the ship. Middle Chesapeake Bay Fishing Report, November 6 Update: Angler-in-Chief Lenny Rudow let us know that just outside the Severn, South and West rivers there is still a lot of bird game, but as in recent weeks the birds are up and down very quickly about groups of fast-moving fish and it's hard to get into them before
they move. He noted that some of the fish pods have been combined in larger schools, usually with larger fish at the bottom (mainly in the lower part in the mid-20s with fish at 28 or 29 inches appearing at times and a 33-inch this week) under the micro-rock in 15 to 25 feet of water. A five-inch edgeless white rowing tail is still your favorite deal right now. Two readers registered
after jigging a little further south, one outside the Choptank and the other between Chesapeake Beach and North Beach, both with a single fish that tops 30 inches (31 and 34, respectively) in the box, but noticing an average size in teens at 20 lows. Anglers and Alltackle in Annapolis confirmed these reports. They let us know that most of what they're hearing is of guys chasing
birds, or navigating the edges of the canal with a deep finder and shaking fish. The fishermen also mentioned that there has been a substantial bite of top water underway, and recommended throwing at dawn and inging. Todd shook this keeper just at dusk, under the birds at the mouth of the West River. Photo courtesy of Vadim Lubarsky Alltackle mentioned that the white perch
are still in the rivers, but must begin to move deeper. The fishermen of the coast are struggling to get in the numbers they saw throughout October, but the white perch are still taking the classics, bloodworms and FishBites, fished in the background in deeper areas. The AIC confirmed the change, noting that three hangers landed while swinging the bottom under 20 feet of water
one night this week. Speaking of deep: legally sized weak fish (only) have been confirmed by multiple reports from readers outside the Choptank on the south side, holding close 35 and 40 feet of water. Collaborator Eric Packard notes that the striper bite on the undersides of the Pax is still good. Kayaking trolling in the river and streams is producing a lot of bites, including from
the guardians. Check out his new video filmed in these waters as he fished one day this week. Page 9Middle Chesapeake Bay Fishing Fishing November 20 Update: Some BIG fish appeared this week, the first of the monsters in the 40-inch class, in Middle Bay. We heard about one in Eastern Bay and three in the Point Lookout area, all taken by trollers. We also had a reader
record after catching a 36-incher on a template, south of Chesapeake Beach and north of the Pax. Otherwise, the reports remained very similar to last week with fish until the mid-1920s reported from the bloody point/mouth of the E-Bay area, opposite the mouth of the West River and Franklin Manor/Herring Bay, the mouth of the Choptank and the mouth of the Patuxent. The
night bite has often been better, with the fish more active in the last two hours or so of daylight. Trollers hit Cove Point to the power plant with umbrellas and tandems also enjoyed fish, including some large ones. Sassy spoons and spoons attached to umbrellas are common, and 25 to 30 feet of water is a range that is working right now. The Angler and Alltackle Sports Center in
Annapolis corroborated these reports, identifying the same areas as the hot ones for capture at this time. They also mentioned large fish near Point Lookout. We also had a solid action reader report on 20-year-old fish in Herring Bay after windstorms calmed down around dusk earlier this week, followed by a difficult bite in the exact same place the same day at the same day.
Nights have been a good bet recently. Photo courtesy of Bobby Van Dyke. Collaborator Eric Packard spent some time kayaking at Mill Creek, and let us know that guard fish have moved from the top, but have not yet completely abandoned the depths of 10 to 15 feet. He caught several guardians while trolling jigs, despite wind conditions. Angler Chief Lenny Rudow says a couple
of raids between the green number one of the South/West rivers and Franklin Manor produced rock from 16 to 26 inches with most fish at the shortest end of that scale, last weekend before the breeze picked up. Birds kept going up and down quickly and the key to catching fish was often the use of their meter in the vicinity rather than smelting on the birds themselves. He also
noted that one night last week there were good guard fish swirling on the surface with no birds around, so keeping a sharp eye out is critical. Most of the fish were hitting in 20 to 30 feet of water, but sometimes they chased the bait as shallow as eight feet. He also said that the five-inch white vane tails on one-ounce heads remain the superior offering. Middle Chesapeake Bay
Fishing Report, November 13 Update: The readers fishing inside the Severn and South rivers included 21-inch guard fish in the shallow waters, and just outside the rivers they fish at 27 inches with most in the range of 16 to 24 inches, under the sporadic action of birds. The confluence of the South and West in the vicinity of marker number one green, has been an area of
remarkable activity. As for this year's course, the fish are up and down very quickly working at the bottom with four- and five-inch nude rowing tails in the vicinity of where they were working in the last few minutes has been the key to finding guardians. Angler's and Alltackle in Annapolis pointed to the bite along the edges of the canal in these areas and outside the Choptank as hot
this week. Under the birds in that area, most rock fish are dinks but the fish until the 1920s are also there, if you thoroughly and vadeas through the little ones. They suggested that drag or jigging — both tactics are bringing abundant fish. While we've seen a lot of schools this season, there are some bigger fish holding right in the background. Angler has had a 28-inch report
captured this week, and Alltackle a 27 by a jigging fisherman. The Tackle Box suggested heading to the Pax if you're a trolling fan, where the bite along the edges of the canal has been excellent. Walt found some good ones this week! Two readers also reported on the stretch between Franklin Manor and Chesapeake Beach, reporting rock fish up to 28 inches while jigging.
Interesting fact: one reported catching setbacks under the birds, but had the idea of dropping a large bull's fish to the bottom and drifting 'em along. Net income: Guardians up to 27 inches. Something to reflect on! Two readers, one jigger and a troller, checked in to let us know that Eastern Bay is holding some decent fish, including (just a couple) about the 30-inch mark. White was
again observed as the color of jure. We also hear from a fisherman that there are still weak fish in the False Channel area in front of the Choptank. Across the bay at the power plant a couple of trout of the other variety (stains) have appeared, but few and far between probably due to the fact that it has been so hot. On the other side of this equation, they have not yet given up the
sound, so our fishing opportunities there are being expanded by this climate. Crab Alert – If you want one last batch of crabs, hurry up! AIC Lenny Rudow says he gave him a chance last Sunday and caught about three dozen guards in 12 feet of water, but he had to work for them and many crabs were dropping their necks long before they approached the ship. Middle
Chesapeake Bay Fishing Report, November 6 Update: Angler-in-Chief Lenny Rudow let us know that just outside the Severn, South and West rivers there is still a lot of bird game, but as in recent weeks the birds are up and down very quickly about groups of fast-moving fish and it's hard to get into them before they move. He noted that some of the fish pods have been combined
in larger schools, usually with larger fish at the bottom (mainly in the goes down in the mid-20s with fish at 28 or 29 inches appearing at times and a 33-inch this week) under the micro-rock in 15 to 25 feet of water. A five-inch edgeless white rowing tail is still your favorite deal right now. Two readers registered after jigging a little further south, one outside the Choptank and the
other between Chesapeake Beach and North Beach, both with fish that top 30 inches (31 and 34, respectively) in the box, but observing an average size in adolescents at 20s low. Anglers and Alltackle in Annapolis confirmed these reports. They let us know that most of what they're hearing is of guys chasing birds, or navigating the edges of the canal with a deep finder and
shaking fish. The fishermen also mentioned that there has been a substantial bite of top water underway, and recommended throwing at dawn and inging. Todd shook this keeper just at dusk, under the birds at the mouth of the West River. Photo courtesy of Vadim Lubarsky Alltackle mentioned that the white perch are still in the rivers, but must begin to move deeper. The
fishermen of the coast are struggling to get in the numbers they saw throughout October, but the white perch are still taking the classics, bloodworms and FishBites, fished in the background in deeper areas. The AIC confirmed the change, noting that three hangers landed while swinging the bottom under 20 feet of water one night this week. Speaking of deep: legally sized weak
fish (only) have been confirmed by multiple reports from readers outside the Choptank on the south side, holding near the bottom in 35 and 40 feet of water. Collaborator Eric Packard notes that the striper bite on the undersides of the Pax is still good. Kayaking trolling in the river and streams is producing a lot of bites, including from the guardians. Check out his new video filmed
in these waters as he fished one day this week. Page 10Middle Chesapeake Bay Fishing Report, November 20 Update: Some BIG Fish appeared this week, the first of the monsters in the class of more than 40 inches, in the Middle Bay. We heard about one in Eastern Bay and three in the Point Lookout area, all taken by trollers. We also had a reader record after catching a 36-
incher on a template, south of Chesapeake Beach and north of the Pax. Otherwise, the reports remained very similar to last week with fish until the mid-1920s reported from the bloody point/mouth of the E-Bay area, opposite the mouth of the West River and Franklin Manor/Herring Bay, the mouth of the Choptank and the mouth of the Patuxent. The night bite has often been
better, with the fish more active in the last two hours or so of daylight. Trollers hit Cove Point to the power plant with umbrellas and tandems also enjoyed fish, including some large ones. Sassy spoons and spoons attached to umbrellas are common, and 25 to 30 feet of water is a range that is working right now. The Angler and Alltackle Sports Center in Annapolis corroborated
these reports, identifying the same areas as the hot ones for capture in this They also mentioned large fish near Point Lookout. We also had a solid action reader report on 20-year-old fish in Herring Bay after windstorms calmed down around dusk earlier this week, followed by a difficult bite in the exact same place the same day at the same day. Nights have been a good bet
recently. Photo courtesy of Bobby Van Dyke. Collaborator Eric Packard Packard some time in the kayak at Mill Creek, and let us know that the guard fish have moved from the tops, but have not completely abandoned the depths of 10 to 15 feet so far. He caught several guardians while trolling jigs, despite wind conditions. Angler Chief Lenny Rudow says a couple of raids
between the green number one of the South/West rivers and Franklin Manor produced rock from 16 to 26 inches with most fish at the shortest end of that scale, last weekend before the breeze picked up. Birds kept going up and down quickly and the key to catching fish was often the use of their meter in the vicinity rather than smelting on the birds themselves. He also noted that
one night last week there were good guard fish swirling on the surface with no birds around, so keeping a sharp eye out is critical. Most of the fish were hitting in 20 to 30 feet of water, but sometimes they chased the bait as shallow as eight feet. He also said that the five-inch white vane tails on one-ounce heads remain the superior offering. Middle Chesapeake Bay Fishing Report,
November 13 Update: Reports from readers fishing inside the Severn and South rivers included 21-inch guard fish in the shallows, and just outside the rivers fishing at 27 inches with most in the range of 16 to 24 inches, under sporadic action of birds. The confluence of the South and West in the vicinity of marker number one green, has been an area of remarkable activity. As for
this year's course, the fish are up and down very quickly and working in the background with four- and five-inch nude rowing tails in the vicinity of where they were working in the last few minutes has been the key to finding guardians. Angler's and Alltackle in Annapolis pointed to the bite along the edges of the canal in these areas and outside the Choptank as hot this week. Under
the birds in that area, most rock fish are dinks but the fish until the 1920s are also there, if you thoroughly and vadeas through the little ones. They suggested that drag or jigging — both tactics are bringing abundant fish. While we've seen a lot of schools this season, there are some bigger fish holding right in the background. Angler has had a 28-inch report captured this week,
and Alltackle a 27 by a jigging fisherman. The Tackle Box suggested heading to the Pax if you're a trolling fan, where the bite along the edges of the canal has been excellent. Walt found some good ones this week! Two readers also reported on the stretch between Franklin Manor and Chesapeake Beach, reporting rock fish up to 28 inches while jigging. Interesting fact: one
reported catching setbacks under birds, had the idea of dropping a large bull's fish to the bottom and drifting 'em along. Net income: Guardians up to 27 inches. Something to reflect on! Two readers, one jigger and a troller, checked in to let us know that Eastern Bay is holding some decent fish, including (just a couple) about the 30-inch mark. White was again observed as the
color of jure. We also heard of a that there are still weak fish in the False Channel area outside the Choptank. Across the bay at the power plant a couple of trout of the other variety (stains) have appeared, but few and far between probably due to the fact that it has been so hot. On the other side of this equation, they have not yet given up the sound, so our fishing opportunities
there are being expanded by this climate. Crab Alert – If you want one last batch of crabs, hurry up! AIC Lenny Rudow says he gave him a chance last Sunday and caught about three dozen guards in 12 feet of water, but he had to work for them and many crabs were dropping their necks long before they approached the ship. Middle Chesapeake Bay Fishing Report, November 6
Update: Angler-in-Chief Lenny Rudow let us know that just outside the Severn, South and West rivers there is still a lot of bird game, but as in recent weeks the birds are up and down very quickly about groups of fast-moving fish and it's hard to get into them before they move. He noted that some of the fish pods have been combined in larger schools, usually with larger fish at the
bottom (mainly in the lower part in the mid-20s with fish at 28 or 29 inches appearing at times and a 33-inch this week) under the micro-rock in 15 to 25 feet of water. A five-inch edgeless white rowing tail is still your favorite deal right now. Two readers registered after jigging a little further south, one outside the Choptank and the other between Chesapeake Beach and North
Beach, both with a single fish that tops 30 inches (31 and 34, respectively) in the box, but noticing an average size in teens at 20 lows. Anglers and Alltackle in Annapolis confirmed these reports. They let us know that most of what they're hearing is of guys chasing birds, or navigating the edges of the canal with a deep finder and shaking fish. The fishermen also mentioned that
there has been a substantial bite of top water underway, and recommended throwing at dawn and inging. Todd shook this keeper just at dusk, under the birds at the mouth of the West River. Photo courtesy of Vadim Lubarsky Alltackle mentioned that the white perch are still in the rivers, but must begin to move deeper. The fishermen of the coast are struggling to get in the
numbers they saw throughout October, but the white perch are still taking the classics, bloodworms and FishBites, fished in the background in deeper areas. The AIC confirmed the change, noting that three hangers landed while swinging the bottom under 20 feet of water one night this week. Speaking of deep: weak fish of legal size (only) have been confirmed by multiple reports
from readers outside the Choptank the south side, holding near the bottom in 35 and 40 feet of water. Collaborator Eric Packard notes that the striper bite on the undersides of the Pax is still good. Kayaking trolling in the river and streams is producing a lot of bites, including from the guardians. Check out his new video filmed in these waters as he fished one day this week. Page
Page Chesapeake Bay Fishing Report, November 20 Update: Some BIG Fish appeared this week, the first of the monster monsters in the 40-inch class, in The Middle Bay. We heard about one in Eastern Bay and three in the Point Lookout area, all taken by trollers. We also had a reader record after catching a 36-incher on a template, south of Chesapeake Beach and north of the
Pax. Otherwise, the reports remained very similar to last week with fish until the mid-1920s reported from the bloody point/mouth of the E-Bay area, opposite the mouth of the West River and Franklin Manor/Herring Bay, the mouth of the Choptank and the mouth of the Patuxent. The night bite has often been better, with the fish more active in the last two hours or so of daylight.
Trollers hit Cove Point to the power plant with umbrellas and tandems also enjoyed fish, including some large ones. Sassy spoons and spoons attached to umbrellas are common, and 25 to 30 feet of water is a range that is working right now. The Angler and Alltackle Sports Center in Annapolis corroborated these reports, identifying the same areas as the hot ones for capture at
this time. They also mentioned large fish near Point Lookout. We also had a solid action reader report on 20-year-old fish in Herring Bay after windstorms calmed down around dusk earlier this week, followed by a difficult bite in the exact same place the same day at the same day. Nights have been a good bet recently. Photo courtesy of Bobby Van Dyke. Collaborator Eric Packard
spent some time kayaking at Mill Creek, and let us know that guard fish have moved from the top, but have not yet completely abandoned the depths of 10 to 15 feet. He caught several guardians while trolling jigs, despite wind conditions. Angler Chief Lenny Rudow says a couple of raids between the green number one of the South/West rivers and Franklin Manor produced rock
from 16 to 26 inches with most fish at the shortest end of that scale, last weekend before the breeze picked up. Birds kept going up and down quickly and the key to catching fish was often the use of their meter in the vicinity rather than smelting on the birds themselves. He also noted that one night last week there were good guard fish swirling on the surface with no birds around,
so keeping a sharp eye out is critical. Most of the fish were hitting in 20 to 30 feet of water, but sometimes they chased the bait as shallow as eight feet. He also said that the five-inch white vane tails on one-ounce heads remain the superior offering. Middle Bay Fishing Report, November 13 Update: Reports from readers fishing inside the Severn and South rivers included 21-inch
guard fish in the shallow waters, and just outside the rivers they fish at 27 inches with most in the range of 16 to 24 inches, under sporadic action of birds. The confluence of the South and West in the vicinity of marker number one green, has been an area of remarkable activity. In the same way for this year's course, the fish up and down very quickly and working at the bottom
with four- and five-inch nude rowing tails in the vicinity of where they were working in the last few minutes has been the key to finding guardians. Angler's and Alltackle in Annapolis pointed to the bite along the edges of the canal in these areas and outside the Choptank as hot this week. Under the birds in that area, most rock fish are dinks but the fish until the 1920s are also
there, if you thoroughly and vadeas through the little ones. They suggested that drag or jigging — both tactics are bringing abundant fish. While we've seen a lot of schools this season, there are some bigger fish holding right in the background. Angler has had a 28-inch report captured this week, and Alltackle a 27 by a jigging fisherman. The Tackle Box suggested heading to the
Pax if you're a trolling fan, where the bite along the edges of the canal has been excellent. Walt found some good ones this week! Two readers also reported on the stretch between Franklin Manor and Chesapeake Beach, reporting rock fish up to 28 inches while jigging. Interesting fact: one reported catching setbacks under the birds, but had the idea of dropping a large bull's fish
to the bottom and drifting 'em along. Net income: Guardians up to 27 inches. Something to reflect on! Two readers, one jigger and a troller, checked in to let us know that Eastern Bay is holding some decent fish, including (just a couple) about the 30-inch mark. White was again observed as the color of jure. We also hear from a fisherman that there are still weak fish in the False
Channel area in front of the Choptank. Across the bay at the power plant a couple of trout of the other variety (stains) have appeared, but few and far between probably due to the fact that it has been so hot. On the other side of this equation, they have not yet given up the sound, so our fishing opportunities there are being expanded by this climate. Crab Alert – If you want one last
batch of crabs, hurry up! AIC Lenny Rudow says he gave him a chance last Sunday and caught about three dozen guards in 12 feet of water, but he had to work for them and many crabs were dropping their necks long before they approached the ship. Middle Chesapeake Bay Fishing Report, November 6 Update: Angler-in-Chief Lenny Rudow let us know that just outside the
Severn, South and West rivers there is still a lot of bird game, but as in recent weeks the birds are up and down very quickly about groups of fast-moving fish and it's hard to get into them before they move. He noted that some of the fish pods have been combined in larger schools, usually with larger fish in the (mainly in the lower part in the mid-20s with fish at 28 or 29 inches
appearing at times and a 33 inches this week) under the micro-rock in 15 to 25 feet of water. A five-inch edgeless white rowing tail is still your favorite deal right now. Two readers checked in after jigging a little further south, one outside the Choptank and the other between Chesapeake Beach Beach North Beach, both with a single fish that tops 30 inches (31 and 34, respectively)
in the box, but noticing an average size in teens at 20s low. Anglers and Alltackle in Annapolis confirmed these reports. They let us know that most of what they're hearing is of guys chasing birds, or navigating the edges of the canal with a deep finder and shaking fish. The fishermen also mentioned that there has been a substantial bite of top water underway, and recommended
throwing at dawn and inging. Todd shook this keeper just at dusk, under the birds at the mouth of the West River. Photo courtesy of Vadim Lubarsky Alltackle mentioned that the white perch are still in the rivers, but must begin to move deeper. The fishermen of the coast are struggling to get in the numbers they saw throughout October, but the white perch are still taking the
classics, bloodworms and FishBites, fished in the background in deeper areas. The AIC confirmed the change, noting that three hangers landed while swinging the bottom under 20 feet of water one night this week. Speaking of deep: legally sized weak fish (only) have been confirmed by multiple reports from readers outside the Choptank on the south side, holding near the bottom
in 35 and 40 feet of water. Collaborator Eric Packard notes that the striper bite on the undersides of the Pax is still good. Kayaking trolling in the river and streams is producing a lot of bites, including from the guardians. Check out his new video filmed in these waters as he fished one day this week. Page 12Middle Chesapeake Bay Fishing Report, November 20 Update: Some BIG
Fish appeared this week, the first of the monsters in the class of more than 40 inches, in the Middle Bay. We heard about one in Eastern Bay and three in the Point Lookout area, all taken by trollers. We also had a reader record after catching a 36-incher on a template, south of Chesapeake Beach and north of the Pax. Otherwise, the reports remained very similar to last week with
fish until the mid-1920s reported from the bloody point/mouth of the E-Bay area, opposite the mouth of the West River and Franklin Manor/Herring Bay, the mouth of the Choptank and the mouth of the Patuxent. The night bite has often been better, with the fish more active in the last two hours or so of daylight. Trollers hit Cove Point to the power plant with umbrellas and tandems
also enjoyed fish, including some large ones. Sassy spoons and spoons attached to umbrellas are common, and 25 to 30 feet of water is a range that is working right now. The Angler and Alltackle Sports Center in Annapolis corroborated these reports, identifying the same areas as hot ones for capture right now. They also mentioned large fish near Point Lookout. We also had a
solid action reader report on 20-year-old fish in Herring Bay after windstorms calmed down around dusk earlier this week, followed by a difficult bite in the exact same place the same day at the same day. Nights have been a good bet recently. Photo courtesy of Bobby Van Van Collaborator Eric Packard spent some time kayaking at Mill Creek, and let us know that guard fish have
moved from the top, but have not yet completely abandoned the depths of 10 to 15 feet. He caught several guardians while trolling jigs, despite wind conditions. Angler Chief Lenny Rudow says a couple of raids between the green number one of the South/West rivers and Franklin Manor produced rock from 16 to 26 inches with most fish at the shortest end of that scale, last
weekend before the breeze picked up. Birds kept going up and down quickly and the key to catching fish was often the use of their meter in the vicinity rather than smelting on the birds themselves. He also noted that one night last week there were good guard fish swirling on the surface with no birds around, so keeping a sharp eye out is critical. Most of the fish were hitting in 20 to
30 feet of water, but sometimes they chased the bait as shallow as eight feet. He also said that the five-inch white vane tails on one-ounce heads remain the superior offering. Middle Chesapeake Bay Fishing Report, November 13 Update: Reports from readers fishing inside the Severn and South rivers included 21-inch guard fish in the shallows, and just outside the rivers fishing
at 27 inches with most in the range of 16 to 24 inches, under sporadic action of birds. The confluence of the South and West in the vicinity of marker number one green, has been an area of remarkable activity. As for this year's course, the fish are up and down very quickly and working in the background with four- and five-inch nude rowing tails in the vicinity of where they were
working in the last few minutes has been the key to finding guardians. Angler's and Alltackle in Annapolis pointed to the bite along the edges of the canal in these areas and outside the Choptank as hot this week. Under the birds in that area, most rock fish are dinks but the fish until the 1920s are also there, if you thoroughly and vadeas through the little ones. They suggested that
drag or jigging — both tactics are bringing abundant fish. While we've seen a lot of schools this season, there are some bigger fish holding right in the background. Angler has had a 28-inch report captured this week, and Alltackle a 27 by a jigging fisherman. The Tackle Box suggested heading to the Pax if you're a trolling fan, where the bite along the edges of the canal has been
excellent. Walt found some good ones this week! Two readers also reported on the stretch between Franklin Manor and Chesapeake Beach, reporting rock fish up to 28 inches while jigging. Interesting fact: one reported the capture of under the birds, but had the idea of dropping a large bull's fish to the bottom and drifting 'em along. Net income: Guardians up to 27 inches.
Something to reflect on! Two readers, one jigger and a troller, checked in to let us know that Eastern Bay is holding some decent fish, including (just a couple) about the 30-inch mark. White was observed again as the color Jure. We also hear from a fisherman that there are still weak fish in the False Channel area in front of the Choptank. Across the bay at the power plant a
couple of trout of the other variety (stains) have appeared, but few and far between probably due to the fact that it has been so hot. On the other side of this equation, they have not yet given up the sound, so our fishing opportunities there are being expanded by this climate. Crab Alert – If you want one last batch of crabs, hurry up! AIC Lenny Rudow says he gave him a chance
last Sunday and caught about three dozen guards in 12 feet of water, but he had to work for them and many crabs were dropping their necks long before they approached the ship. Middle Chesapeake Bay Fishing Report, November 6 Update: Angler-in-Chief Lenny Rudow let us know that just outside the Severn, South and West rivers there is still a lot of bird game, but as in
recent weeks the birds are up and down very quickly about groups of fast-moving fish and it's hard to get into them before they move. He noted that some of the fish pods have been combined in larger schools, usually with larger fish at the bottom (mainly in the lower part in the mid-20s with fish at 28 or 29 inches appearing at times and a 33-inch this week) under the micro-rock in
15 to 25 feet of water. A five-inch edgeless white rowing tail is still your favorite deal right now. Two readers registered after jigging a little further south, one outside the Choptank and the other between Chesapeake Beach and North Beach, both with a single fish that tops 30 inches (31 and 34, respectively) in the box, but noticing an average size in teens at 20 lows. Anglers and
Alltackle in Annapolis confirmed these reports. They let us know that most of what they're hearing is of guys chasing birds, or navigating the edges of the canal with a deep finder and shaking fish. The fishermen also mentioned that there has been a substantial bite of top water underway, and recommended throwing at dawn and inging. Todd shook this keeper just at dusk, under
the birds at the mouth of the West River. Photo courtesy of Vadim Lubarsky Alltackle mentioned that the white perch are still in the rivers, but must begin to move deeper. The fishermen of the coast are struggling to get in the numbers they saw throughout October, but the white perch are still taking the classics, bloodworms and FishBites, fished in the background in deeper
areas. The AIC confirmed the change, noting that three hangers landed while swinging the bottom under 20 feet of water one night this week. Speaking of deep: legally sized weak fish (only) have been confirmed by multiple readers outside the Choptank on the south side, holding near the bottom in 35 and 40 feet of water. Collaborator Eric Packard notes that the striper bite on
the undersides of the Pax is still good. Kayaking trolling in the river and streams is producing a lot of bites, including from the guardians. Check out your new video shot in these waters while one day this week. Page 13Middle Chesapeake Bay Fishing Report, November 20 Update: Some BIG Fish appeared this week, the first of the monsters in the class of more than 40 inches, in
the Middle Bay. We heard about one in Eastern Bay and three in the Point Lookout area, all taken by trollers. We also had a reader record after catching a 36-incher on a template, south of Chesapeake Beach and north of the Pax. Otherwise, the reports remained very similar to last week with fish until the mid-1920s reported from the bloody point/mouth of the E-Bay area,
opposite the mouth of the West River and Franklin Manor/Herring Bay, the mouth of the Choptank and the mouth of the Patuxent. The night bite has often been better, with the fish more active in the last two hours or so of daylight. Trollers hit Cove Point to the power plant with umbrellas and tandems also enjoyed fish, including some large ones. Sassy spoons and spoons
attached to umbrellas are common, and 25 to 30 feet of water is a range that is working right now. The Angler and Alltackle Sports Center in Annapolis corroborated these reports, identifying the same areas as the hot ones for capture at this time. They also mentioned large fish near Point Lookout. We also had a solid action reader report on 20-year-old fish in Herring Bay after
windstorms calmed down around dusk earlier this week, followed by a difficult bite in the exact same place the same day at the same day. Nights have been a good bet recently. Photo courtesy of Bobby Van Dyke. Collaborator Eric Packard spent some time kayaking at Mill Creek, and let us know that guard fish have moved from the top, but have not yet completely abandoned
the depths of 10 to 15 feet. He caught several guardians while trolling jigs, despite wind conditions. Angler Chief Lenny Rudow says a couple of raids between the green number one of the South/West rivers and Franklin Manor produced rock from 16 to 26 inches with most fish at the shortest end of that scale, last weekend before the breeze picked up. Birds kept going up and
down quickly and the key to catching fish was often the use of their meter in the vicinity rather than smelting on the birds themselves. He also noted that one night last week there were good guard fish swirling on the surface with no birds around, so keeping a sharp eye out is critical. Most of the fish were hitting in 20 to 30 feet of water, but sometimes they chased the bait as
shallow as eight feet. He also said that the five-inch white vane tails on one-ounce heads remain the superior offering. Chesapeake Bay Fishing Report, November 13 Update: Reports from readers fishing inside the Severn and South rivers included 21-inch guard fish in the shallows, and just outside the rivers fishing at 27 inches with most in the range of 16 to 24 inches, under
sporadic action of birds. The confluence of the South and West in the vicinity of marker number one green, has been an area of remarkable activity. As a pair this year's course, the fish are up and down very quickly and working in the background with four- and five-inch nude rowing tails in the vicinity of where they were working in the last few minutes has been the key to finding
guardians. Angler's and Alltackle in Annapolis pointed to the bite along the edges of the canal in these areas and outside the Choptank as hot this week. Under the birds in that area, most rock fish are dinks but the fish until the 1920s are also there, if you thoroughly and vadeas through the little ones. They suggested that drag or jigging — both tactics are bringing abundant fish.
While we've seen a lot of schools this season, there are some bigger fish holding right in the background. Angler has had a 28-inch report captured this week, and Alltackle a 27 by a jigging fisherman. The Tackle Box suggested heading to the Pax if you're a trolling fan, where the bite along the edges of the canal has been excellent. Walt found some good ones this week! Two
readers also reported on the stretch between Franklin Manor and Chesapeake Beach, reporting rock fish up to 28 inches while jigging. Interesting fact: one reported catching setbacks under the birds, but had the idea of dropping a large bull's fish to the bottom and drifting 'em along. Net income: Guardians up to 27 inches. Something to reflect on! Two readers, one jigger and a
troller, checked in to let us know that Eastern Bay is holding some decent fish, including (just a couple) about the 30-inch mark. White was again observed as the color of jure. We also hear from a fisherman that there are still weak fish in the False Channel area in front of the Choptank. Across the bay at the power plant a couple of trout of the other variety (stains) have appeared,
but few and far between probably due to the fact that it has been so hot. On the other side of this equation, they have not yet given up the sound, so our fishing opportunities there are being expanded by this climate. Crab Alert – If you want one last batch of crabs, hurry up! AIC Lenny Rudow says he gave him a chance last Sunday and caught about three dozen guards in 12 feet
of water, but he had to work for them and many crabs were dropping their necks long before they approached the ship. Middle Chesapeake Bay Fishing Report, November 6 Update: Angler-in-Chief Lenny Rudow let us know that just outside the Severn, South and West rivers there is still a lot of bird game, but as in recent weeks the birds are up and down very quickly about
groups of fast-moving fish and it's hard to get into them before they move. He noted that some of the fish pods have been combined in larger schools, usually with larger at the bottom (mainly in the lower part in the mid-20s with fish at 28 or 29 inches appearing at times and a 33 inches this week) under the micro-rock in 15 to 25 feet of water. A five-inch edgeless white rowing tail
is still your favorite deal right now. Two readers registered after jigging a little further south, one of the Choptank and and and others between Chesapeake Beach and North Beach, both with a single fish that tops 30 inches (31 and 34, respectively) in the box, but noting an average size in teens at 20s low. Anglers and Alltackle in Annapolis confirmed these reports. They let us
know that most of what they're hearing is of guys chasing birds, or navigating the edges of the canal with a deep finder and shaking fish. The fishermen also mentioned that there has been a substantial bite of top water underway, and recommended throwing at dawn and inging. Todd shook this keeper just at dusk, under the birds at the mouth of the West River. Photo courtesy of
Vadim Lubarsky Alltackle mentioned that the white perch are still in the rivers, but must begin to move deeper. The fishermen of the coast are struggling to get in the numbers they saw throughout October, but the white perch are still taking the classics, bloodworms and FishBites, fished in the background in deeper areas. The AIC confirmed the change, noting that three hangers
landed while swinging the bottom under 20 feet of water one night this week. Speaking of deep: legally sized weak fish (only) have been confirmed by multiple reports from readers outside the Choptank on the south side, holding near the bottom in 35 and 40 feet of water. Collaborator Eric Packard notes that the striper bite on the undersides of the Pax is still good. Kayaking
trolling in the river and streams is producing a lot of bites, including from the guardians. Check out his new video filmed in these waters as he fished one day this week. Page 14Middle Chesapeake Bay Fishing Report, November 20 Update: Some BIG Fish appeared this week, the first of the monsters in the class of more than 40 inches, in the Middle Bay. We heard about one in
Eastern Bay and three in the Point Lookout area, all taken by trollers. We also had a reader record after catching a 36-incher on a template, south of Chesapeake Beach and north of the Pax. Otherwise, the reports remained very similar to last week with fish until the mid-1920s reported from the bloody point/mouth of the E-Bay area, opposite the mouth of the West River and
Franklin Manor/Herring Bay, the mouth of the Choptank and the mouth of the Patuxent. The night bite has often been better, with the fish more active in the last two hours or so of daylight. Trollers hit Cove Point to the power plant with umbrellas and tandems also enjoyed fish, including some large ones. Sassy spoons and spoons attached to umbrellas are common, and 25 to 30
feet of water is a range that is working right now. The Angler and Alltackle Sports Center in Annapolis corroborated these reports, identifying the areas that hot them for capture right now. They also mentioned large fish near Point Lookout. We also had a solid action reader report on 20-year-old fish in Herring Bay after windstorms calmed down around dusk earlier this week,
followed by a difficult bite in the exact same place the same day at the same day. Nights have been a good bet Photo courtesy of Bobby Van Dyke. Collaborator Eric Packard spent some time kayaking at Mill Creek, and let us know that guard fish have moved from the top, but have not yet completely abandoned the depths of 10 to 15 feet. He caught several guardians while
trolling jigs, despite wind conditions. Angler Chief Lenny Rudow says a couple of raids between the green number one of the South/West rivers and Franklin Manor produced rock from 16 to 26 inches with most fish at the shortest end of that scale, last weekend before the breeze picked up. Birds kept going up and down quickly and the key to catching fish was often the use of
their meter in the vicinity rather than smelting on the birds themselves. He also noted that one night last week there were good guard fish swirling on the surface with no birds around, so keeping a sharp eye out is critical. Most of the fish were hitting in 20 to 30 feet of water, but sometimes they chased the bait as shallow as eight feet. He also said that the five-inch white vane tails
on one-ounce heads remain the superior offering. Middle Chesapeake Bay Fishing Report, November 13 Update: Reports from readers fishing inside the Severn and South rivers included 21-inch guard fish in the shallows, and just outside the rivers fishing at 27 inches with most in the range of 16 to 24 inches, under sporadic action of birds. The confluence of the South and West
in the vicinity of marker number one green, has been an area of remarkable activity. As for this year's course, the fish are up and down very quickly and working in the background with four- and five-inch nude rowing tails in the vicinity of where they were working in the last few minutes has been the key to finding guardians. Angler's and Alltackle in Annapolis pointed to the bite
along the edges of the canal in these areas and outside the Choptank as hot this week. Under the birds in that area, most rock fish are dinks but the fish until the 1920s are also there, if you thoroughly and vadeas through the little ones. They suggested that drag or jigging — both tactics are bringing abundant fish. While we've seen a lot of schools this season, there are some
bigger fish holding right in the background. Angler has had a 28-inch report captured this week, and Alltackle a 27 by a jigging fisherman. The Tackle Box suggested heading to the Pax if you're a trolling fan, where the bite along the edges of the canal has been excellent. Walt found some good ones this week! Two readers also reported on the stretch between Franklin Manor and
Chesapeake Beach, reporting rock fish up to 28 inches while jigging. Interesting fact: reported catching setbacks under the birds, but had the idea of dropping a large bull's fish to the bottom and drifting 'em along. Net income: Guardians up to 27 inches. Something to reflect on! Two readers, one jigger and a troller, checked in to let us know that Eastern Bay is holding some decent
fish, including (just a couple) about the 30-inch mark. Inch. was pointed again as the color of de jure. We also hear from a fisherman that there are still weak fish in the False Channel area in front of the Choptank. Across the bay at the power plant a couple of trout of the other variety (stains) have appeared, but few and far between probably due to the fact that it has been so hot.
On the other side of this equation, they have not yet given up the sound, so our fishing opportunities there are being expanded by this climate. Crab Alert – If you want one last batch of crabs, hurry up! AIC Lenny Rudow says he gave him a chance last Sunday and caught about three dozen guards in 12 feet of water, but he had to work for them and many crabs were dropping
their necks long before they approached the ship. Middle Chesapeake Bay Fishing Report, November 6 Update: Angler-in-Chief Lenny Rudow let us know that just outside the Severn, South and West rivers there is still a lot of bird game, but as in recent weeks the birds are up and down very quickly about groups of fast-moving fish and it's hard to get into them before they move.
He noted that some of the fish pods have been combined in larger schools, usually with larger fish at the bottom (mainly in the lower part in the mid-20s with fish at 28 or 29 inches appearing at times and a 33-inch this week) under the micro-rock in 15 to 25 feet of water. A five-inch edgeless white rowing tail is still your favorite deal right now. Two readers registered after jigging a
little further south, one outside the Choptank and the other between Chesapeake Beach and North Beach, both with a single fish that tops 30 inches (31 and 34, respectively) in the box, but noticing an average size in teens at 20 lows. Anglers and Alltackle in Annapolis confirmed these reports. They let us know that most of what they're hearing is of guys chasing birds, or
navigating the edges of the canal with a deep finder and shaking fish. The fishermen also mentioned that there has been a substantial bite of top water underway, and recommended throwing at dawn and inging. Todd shook this keeper just at dusk, under the birds at the mouth of the West River. Photo courtesy of Vadim Lubarsky Alltackle mentioned that the white perch are still
in the rivers, but must begin to move deeper. The fishermen of the coast are struggling to get in the numbers they saw throughout October, but the white perch are still taking the classics, bloodworms and FishBites, fished in the background in deeper areas. The AIC confirmed the change, noting that three hangers landed while swinging the bottom under 20 feet of water one night
this week. Speaking of deep: weak fish of legal size (only) confirmed by multiple reports of readers outside the Choptank on the south side, holding near the bottom in 35 and 40 feet of water. Collaborator Eric Packard notes that the striper bite on the undersides of the Pax is still good. Kayaking trolling in the river and streams is producing a lot of bites, including from the
guardians. Check out your new video in these waters while fishing one day this week. Page 15Middle Chesapeake Bay Fishing Report, November 20 Update: Some BIG Fish appeared this week, the first of the monsters in the class of more than 40 inches, in the Middle Bay. We heard about one in Eastern Bay and three in the Point Lookout area, all taken by trollers. We also had
a reader record after catching a 36-incher on a template, south of Chesapeake Beach and north of the Pax. Otherwise, the reports remained very similar to last week with fish until the mid-1920s reported from the bloody point/mouth of the E-Bay area, opposite the mouth of the West River and Franklin Manor/Herring Bay, the mouth of the Choptank and the mouth of the Patuxent.
The night bite has often been better, with the fish more active in the last two hours or so of daylight. Trollers hit Cove Point to the power plant with umbrellas and tandems also enjoyed fish, including some large ones. Sassy spoons and spoons attached to umbrellas are common, and 25 to 30 feet of water is a range that is working right now. The Angler and Alltackle Sports Center
in Annapolis corroborated these reports, identifying the same areas as the hot ones for capture at this time. They also mentioned large fish near Point Lookout. We also had a solid action reader report on 20-year-old fish in Herring Bay after windstorms calmed down around dusk earlier this week, followed by a difficult bite in the exact same place the same day at the same day.
Nights have been a good bet recently. Photo courtesy of Bobby Van Dyke. Collaborator Eric Packard spent some time kayaking at Mill Creek, and let us know that guard fish have moved from the top, but have not yet completely abandoned the depths of 10 to 15 feet. He caught several guardians while trolling jigs, despite wind conditions. Angler Chief Lenny Rudow says a couple
of raids between the green number one of the South/West rivers and Franklin Manor produced rock from 16 to 26 inches with most fish at the shortest end of that scale, last weekend before the breeze picked up. Birds kept going up and down quickly and the key to catching fish was often the use of their meter in the vicinity rather than smelting on the birds themselves. He also
noted that one night last week there were good guard fish swirling on the surface with no birds around, so keeping a sharp eye out is critical. Most of the fish were hitting in 20 to 30 feet of water, but sometimes they chased the bait as shallow as eight feet. He also said that the five-inch white-paletted tails on one-ounce heads being the superior offering. Middle Chesapeake Bay
Fishing Report, November 13 Update: Reports from readers fishing inside the Severn and South rivers included 21-inch guard fish in the shallows, and just outside the rivers fishing at 27 inches with most in the range of 16 to 24 inches, under sporadic action of birds. The confluence of the South and West in the vicinity of marker number one green, has been a area of activity. As
for this year's course, the fish are up and down very quickly and working in the background with four- and five-inch nude rowing tails in the vicinity of where they were working in the last few minutes has been the key to finding guardians. Angler's and Alltackle in Annapolis pointed to the bite along the edges of the canal in these areas and outside the Choptank as hot this week.
Under the birds in that area, most rock fish are dinks but the fish until the 1920s are also there, if you thoroughly and vadeas through the little ones. They suggested that drag or jigging — both tactics are bringing abundant fish. While we've seen a lot of schools this season, there are some bigger fish holding right in the background. Angler has had a 28-inch report captured this
week, and Alltackle a 27 by a jigging fisherman. The Tackle Box suggested heading to the Pax if you're a trolling fan, where the bite along the edges of the canal has been excellent. Walt found some good ones this week! Two readers also reported on the stretch between Franklin Manor and Chesapeake Beach, reporting rock fish up to 28 inches while jigging. Interesting fact: one
reported catching setbacks under the birds, but had the idea of dropping a large bull's fish to the bottom and drifting 'em along. Net income: Guardians up to 27 inches. Something to reflect on! Two readers, one jigger and a troller, checked in to let us know that Eastern Bay is holding some decent fish, including (just a couple) about the 30-inch mark. White was again observed as
the color of jure. We also hear from a fisherman that there are still weak fish in the False Channel area in front of the Choptank. Across the bay at the power plant a couple of trout of the other variety (stains) have appeared, but few and far between probably due to the fact that it has been so hot. On the other side of this equation, they have not yet given up the sound, so our
fishing opportunities there are being expanded by this climate. Crab Alert – If you want one last batch of crabs, hurry up! AIC Lenny Rudow says he gave him a chance last Sunday and caught about three dozen guards in 12 feet of water, but he had to work for them and many crabs were dropping their necks long before they approached the ship. Middle Chesapeake Bay Fishing
Report, November 6 Update: Angler-in-Chief Lenny Rudow let us know that just outside the Severn, South and West rivers there is still a lot of bird game, but as in recent weeks the birds are up and down very quickly about groups of fast-moving fish and it's hard to get into them before they move. He noted that some of the fish pods have been combined in schools large, usually
with larger fish at the bottom (mainly in the lower part in the mid-20s with fish at 28 or 29 inches appearing at times and a 33-inch this week) under the micro-rock in 15 to 25 feet of water. A five-inch edgeless white rowing tail is still your favorite deal right now. Two readers registered after jigging a little further away one outside the Choptank and the other between Chesapeake
Beach and North Beach, both with a single fish that tops 30 inches (31 and 34, respectively) in the box, but noticing an average size in teens at 20s low. Anglers and Alltackle in Annapolis confirmed these reports. They let us know that most of what they're hearing is of guys chasing birds, or navigating the edges of the canal with a deep finder and shaking fish. The fishermen also
mentioned that there has been a substantial bite of top water underway, and recommended throwing at dawn and inging. Todd shook this keeper just at dusk, under the birds at the mouth of the West River. Photo courtesy of Vadim Lubarsky Alltackle mentioned that the white perch are still in the rivers, but must begin to move deeper. The fishermen of the coast are struggling to
get in the numbers they saw throughout October, but the white perch are still taking the classics, bloodworms and FishBites, fished in the background in deeper areas. The AIC confirmed the change, noting that three hangers landed while swinging the bottom under 20 feet of water one night this week. Speaking of deep: legally sized weak fish (only) have been confirmed by
multiple reports from readers outside the Choptank on the south side, holding near the bottom in 35 and 40 feet of water. Collaborator Eric Packard notes that the striper bite on the undersides of the Pax is still good. Kayaking trolling in the river and streams is producing a lot of bites, including from the guardians. Check out his new video filmed in these waters as he fished one
day this week. Week.
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